Back Label Instructions

You can apply a back label with the Label Wizard however, you need to do a set up on your first bottle. Here's how:

1. Apply your front label using the Label Wizard according to the instructions, except center the front label on the bottle seam (fig. 1)

2. Then turn the front label face down on the cradle. Fold the back label in half (non sticky side to non sticky side) to mark your back label center point

3. Then center the fold on the back label on the opposite bottle seam, but only affix the bottom half of the back label to the bottle (the side opposite of the carriage plate (black metal bar). Leave the top half of the label unstuck for now (fig. 2)

4. Turn the bottle until the unstuck edge of the back label rests squarely on the carriage plate (fig.3).

5. Now your bottle is in position to apply the back label perfectly centered.

6. Next you will need to place a location marker so you will be able to identify where to position each bottle requiring a back label. To do this, simply mark your Label Wizard end plate with a piece of tape, pointing it to the edge line of the front label (fig. 4)

7. Adjust the carriage slider to the desired setting for placing the back label at the desired height.

8. Now all of your bottles should be ready to label by simply positioning each front label edge, in alignment with the tape marker that has been taped to end plate (no more need to use the bottle seam).